
CODES, CERTIFICATIONS, & MEMBERSHIPS

CORE COMPETENCIES

Braun Electronic Components, LLC is a Stocking 
Distributor of COTS electronic components 
that are both currently produced and those 
considered obsolete/previous generation(s).

ADVANTAGES
Braun has a long, verifiable history of providing solutions 
to Fortune 100 companies around the world including 
Tier One vendors for the Automotive, Aerospace, Medical 
and Defense industries.  

Examples of clients in these fields are Volkswagen, 
Brandywine Communications, Zoll Medical, and  
a top defense contractor.

Past performance example: Department of the Navy 
NAVSUP FLT Log CTR Norfolk Details on FPDS.gov 

CASE STUDIES
Top Defense Contractor: 
Required a current production part from Microchip,  
but could only use material that contained die from  
Micrel (the original manufacturer of the device prior 
Microchip’s buyout).

Braun was able to identify the trace code specific to  
this die and procure and provide 20,000+ pieces to 
support the top defense contractor’s production which  
to that point had been on hold for over 6 months.

Caterpillar: 
Braun was able to support Caterpillar with a $1.6M 
5-year supply of obsolete material with annual 
shipments to provide legacy support to heavy  
equipment controls.  

Had the program not been in place, Caterpillar  
would have had to redesign or pay 5-8 times this  
cost as the shortage for material worsened over  
the last three years.

Braun supports our clients with board-level COTS 
components and related materials that are third-
party tested to AS6081 standards prior to delivery. 

All materials supplied are covered with Braun’s  
full 5-year warranty for form, fit, function, 
authenticity and new condition.

Braun partners with clients to provide 
solutions to shortages in current production  
as a core competency.

Additionally, Braun goes way past a simple 
transactional relationship to add robustness to 
our client’s inventory management procedures, 
excess inventory dispossession processes and help 
institute forward-looking preventative practices, 
often leading to storage of safety stock for key 
customers with scheduled deliveries.

Primary NAICS Codes
423690
425120  
423610

335999
334515 
334111 

Primary PCS Codes
5895 5935
5955 5960
5962 5963

5980 5998
5999 6110
6145 6625

Certifications
ISO 9001:2015, AS9100,
Certified 100% Woman-
Owned, Small Business

Memberships
GIDEP
ERAI
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